
 
The Colorado Election Integrity Project: Statement 

on the 2020 Election 

The Colorado Election Integrity Project is the Colorado branch of the US Election Integrity Project. The US Election Integrity 
Project (USEIP) is a loosely affiliated network of Patriot groups and citizens across the country. Our members volunteer their 
time and expertise to uncover corruption in our US Elections, raise public awareness, and hold Oath Breakers accountable.   

 

 

To all Colorado Elected Officials, all Colorado Republican Party Officials and Members, 

and all Colorado Election-related, or adjacent, Officials and Volunteers, 

The free people of the State of Colorado have seen enough evidence of election malfeasance to demand that the 

State of Colorado refuse to certify the 2020 Election Results until a comprehensive investigation is completed. We 

are particularly alarmed at allegations against Dominion Voting Systems which has their US Headquarters in 

Denver, Colorado, and is counting votes for 61/64 counties in our state.  

Given that the Dominion offices are in Denver, we have an obligation to the American people to investigate. While 

nobody in Colorado has attempted to locate Colorado resident, and Dominion Chief Strategy and Security Officer, 

Eric Coomer, our legal representative Sidney Powell has, and it appears he has deleted all his social media 

accounts. This is not surprising, as Mr. Coomer is a radical partisan working for a company involved in our 

elections and he has been caught on camera instructing Election Workers on how to alter votes in the system. 

This alone should be enough to raise alarm bells in the Colorado Governor and Secretary of State offices. But our 

Colorado government remains quiet. 

As previously stated, we the people of Colorado demand an investigation into Dominion, specifically focusing on: 

• What did the State of Colorado know about Dominion’s interstate plans? 

• What due diligence was performed on Dominion’s ownership structure and foreign influence? 

• Who in the State of Colorado was involved in the decision-making process for hiring Dominion? 

• Who had financial decision-making authority and veto power for this decision? 

• What fiduciary or other benefits – for any parties – resulted from this decision? 

• What risk assessments were done of Dominion prior to hiring, and what concerns did they raise? 

• What communication have Colorado government entities had with Dominion since November 3, 2020? 

 

We further demand that the legislature immediately calls special hearings of Governor Jared Polis, Jena Griswold 

and their staffs to determine accurate and truthful answers to these questions about Dominion. Given that 

Dominion is an international conglomerate who’s ownership ties have been deliberately disguised using shell 

companies, and they are facing international allegations of election rigging funded by money in China, Germany 

and Venezuela (and others), the complicity of our Colorado government entities must be determined prior to any 

certification of the 2020 Election. As far as we are concerned, every race and ballot measure in every district in 

the state is suspect.  

This is a dangerous new low for Colorado Public Trust, courtesy of the Polis Administration. Until these 

allegations are resolved, Republicans in this state cannot be sure of the integrity of our elections. 

These allegations are well founded and extremely serious. If proven true, this amounts to Treason on the part of 

Dominion Voting Systems and any government- or non-government entities implicated through these 

investigations, directly or indirectly. You have a duty to the Constitution of the United States and to the 

Constitution of the State of Colorado to ensure the integrity of our elections — and that integrity is very much in 

dispute.  
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